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ISUCAMPUSTOWN.COM | 515.598.9000
outdoor swimming pool + oversized hot tub + two-story fitness center + sauna + free tanning
THE RESORT AT CAMPUSTOWN
Maryland native Peter 
Malinoski is being featured as the 
College of Design artist-in-resi-
dence for the week of Feb. 3rd
Malinoski makes guitars for 
a living and has been putting on a 
workshop for students where he 
shows students how to craft their 
own guitar in less than a week.
Malinoski, who has been mak-
ing his own guitars for 30 years, cre-
ates guitars with his own style. The 
guitar he is making at the workshop 
will be his 185th guitar made.
“They are unique to me, that 
was the main thing, I want to make 
my guitar and not someone else’s,” 
said Malinoski.
Within the past five years 
Malinoski has focused strictly on 
just making guitars; he typically can 
make 35 to 40 in a year.
Malinoski’s guitar will be fea-
tured at noon Friday in a free con-
cert in the College of Design’s Lyle 
E. Lightfoot Forum.
The College of Design’s lecture 
and exhibitions committee and in-
dustrial design program sponsored 
Malinoski’s visit.
Chris Martin, associate pro-
fessor in integrated studio arts 
brought Malinoski to Iowa State af-
Kaleidoquiz (KQ), one of 
Iowa State’s oldest traditions, re-
turns to campus on March 7 and 
8 with a mix of old events and 
new surprises for playing teams.
The 26-hour marathon, 
hosted by KURE 88.5, started 
in 1967 and has since grown in 
length from 14 hours to its cur-
rent format. DJ’s spend their time 
asking witty, difficult or clever 
questions for points. Teams, usu-
ally consisting of residence halls 
or departments, answer these 
questions for points to gain the 
upper hand in the competition. 
In addition to the questions, 
events take place all over cam-
pus, providing teams with more 
opportunity for points.
“Everything is on a tight 
schedule, and the events are all 
so different from each other,” 
said Tabitha Jamerson, a former 
marketing and underwriting di-
rector for KQ. “One hour, you’re 
hearing people on the air singing 
karaoke, another hour is simply 
trivia questions, another hour 
you’re hearing about the bizarre 
list of scavenger hunt items, 
another hour you’re hearing a 
montage of kazoo covers of pop 
songs.”
Although the event has been 
around for nearly 50 years, popu-
larity has been all over the place, 
notably peaking in the 1970s and 
losing popularity in recent years. 
According to Rebecca Park, the 
current KQ Director, there are 
specific reasons for that, and she 
strives to promote the competi-
tion regardless.
“I think the hardest part 
about KQ, as far as promotion 
goes, is just fact that 26 hours 
of an event they’ve never heard 
of before can sound really in-
timidating,” Park said. “To get 
participants, I’ve promoted it 
through Clubfest, I go to a lot of 
council meetings, and we use 
our DJ’s and posters to explain 
Kaleidoquiz.”
Jamerson, who discussed 
how the event requires a lot out 
of its committee and volunteer 
members, believes that more 
listeners and audiences could 
make the difference and bring 
more attention to KQ events.
“KQ has a huge turn out in 
regards to teams, but there’s al-
ways room to grow and get more 
people involved,” Jamerson said. 
“Listening is nearly as fun as 
participating.”
For Emily Knoll, senior in 
aerospace engineering, listening 
could not compare to participat-
ing in the events. Knoll, who first 
participated in KQ her freshman 
He played Quidditch, performed 
an alien autopsy and built a func-
tioning volcano — all while being 
watched by thousands of people on 
public television.
Jack Hou, Iowa State alumnus 
and medical doctorate student at the 
University of Illinois, is a contestant 
on the second season of the TBS real-
ity show “King of the Nerds.”
“There was this big casting call 
at my university and I sent in a few 
paragraphs about me, even though 
I didn’t really think I had a chance,” 
Hou said. “A few minutes later I got 
a call back asking for more informa-
tion and audition tapes.”
After a few interviews and cast-
ing stages, Hou ended up as a candi-
date for “King of the Nerds,” a real-
ity game show where eleven “nerds” 
compete in various nerd contests to 
win the grand prize of $100,000.
“Being a medical Ph.D. student 
and not having much of a social life 
as a result of that takes a lot out of 
you,” Hou said. “So I kind of wanted 
relief from that and maybe get more 
popular as a result.”
In his audition, Hou said he tried 
to showcase his academic talent but 
also his non-academic skills such as 
fencing and board games.
“I just wanted to be myself, be-
cause a lot of people I know really 
want to get in, so they try way too 
hard in their audition tapes. You can 
tell that they’re trying to fake it,” Hou 
said.
Starting the filming process, 
Courtesy of Trae Patton
Jack Hou built a functioning model baking soda volcano for 
the reality television show “King in the Nerds.” Hou is an ISU 
alumnus and currently medical doctoral student at Illinois.
Brian Achenbach/Iowa State Daily
On day three, Malinoski began to paint the body of the guitar in 
multiple colors as well as file and shape the guitar neck. 
Alumnus competes to be King of the Nerds
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Custom electric guitar maker Peter Malinoski 
has come to Iowa State to instruct design  
students in a guitar making workshop.
To see photos 
from last year’s 
Kaleidoquiz event, 
visit iowastatedaily         
Getting students to a 
bachelor’s degree faster than 
four years and low-interest 
state loans for students would 
be the best ways to make edu-
cation more affordable for stu-
dents, said Jack Hatch, one of 
Iowa’s candidates for governor.
Hatch visited Iowa State 
Wednesday evening to speak 
to approximately 15 of the 
Iowa State Democrats.
“I know the biggest issue 
for you is college debt,” Hatch 
said to the students.
The first of his proposals 
to reduce college debt would 
aim to reduce the length of 
time students spend in college, 
which would in turn lower the 
total amount of money a stu-
dent spends on college.
“We’re allowing any Iowa 
student in any university or 
college in the state to take any 
class at any other school in 
Iowa,” Hatch said.
The availability of courses 
for Iowa students whenever 
and wherever they need them 
would be the key in the pro-
posal to getting students to 
graduate faster. Schools could 
potentially lose revenue from 
this, but they would adjust, 
Hatch said.
The second of the propos-
als would be a state program 
that would make borrowing 
money less expensive for col-
lege students. 
This program would lend 
5,000 Iowa students up to 
$3,000 a year at a 1 percent in-
terest rate.
A second tuition freeze for 
Governor 
candidate 






...there may be 
proposals that 
can extend the 
tuition guaran-
teed for what 
you pay when 
you first get into 
college. ”









BUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
Stephens Auditorium Ticket Office (no service fees)
ticketmaster.com  |  1-800-745-3000   | Ticketmaster Outlets
ISU STUDENT TICKETS: $20
Student Tickets are only available through the Ticket Office
FEBRUARY 14, 2014    7:30 pm
These bluegrass 
all-stars will win your
heart with their foot-
stomping music.
Béla Fleck & 
Abigail Washburn 
and The Del McCoury Band
Media Partner
Treat your valentine! Chocolaterie Stam and Snus Hill Winery will offer 
free samples from 6:45 pm until show time in the Ground Floor Lobby.
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Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Weather
Mostly cloudy.
Sunny with a chance of 
snow in the evening.
Chance of snow.
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Police Blotter 
Jan. 26 
Shaniece Blackledge Wright, 
18, 2394 Friley Hall, was cited for 
underage possession of alcohol 
at Friley Hall (reported at 4:24 
p.m.).
Michael Marsh, 19, 1222 Willow 
Hall, was arrested and charged 
with interference with official 
acts and underage possession of 
alcohol at Willow Hall (reported 
at 11:57 p.m.).
Jan. 27
An individual reported damage 
to an exterior sign at South 
Woodruff Farm (reported at 
10:08 a.m.).
Two individuals reported being 
confronted by a man who 
displayed a gun following a road 
rage type incident at Lot 100. 
Patrick Stall, 22, 327 E 7th St., 
was later arrested and charged 
with third degree harassment, 
aggravated assault and carrying 
a weapon. Refer to prepared 
news release for additional 
information (reported at 6:52 
p.m.).
Jan. 28
Jihun Ko, 20, 1521 S Grand 
Ave., Apt. 304, was arrested 
and charged with driving while 
barred, driving under suspension 
and failure to prove security 
against liability at Lincoln Way 
and Stanton Ave. (reported at 
12:46 a.m.).
A vehicle driven by Stephen 
Coe collided with a parked car 
at Bissell Road and Osborn Drive 
(reported at 9:15 a.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of a construction cart containing 
copper wire at Science I 
(reported at 10:27 a.m.).
An officer initiated a drug related 
investigation at the Armory 
(reported at 4:16 p.m.).
A vehicle driven by Lori 
Breeden collided with a parked 
car at 1111 Duff Ave. (reported at 
5:54 p.m.).
Vehicles driven by Karen Phelps, 
Kellie Long and Chanthachone 
Papiboune were involved in a 
personal injury collision at the 
13th Street and Stange Road. 
Karen Phelps, 24, 3803 Tripp 
St., Unit 10, was arrested and 
charged with operating while 
intoxicated (second offense) and 
failure to stop an assured clear 
distance (reported at 6:08 p.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of a purse at the 3300 block of 
West St. (reported at 6:53 p.m.).
A vehicle driven by Ethan 
Holmes collided with a parked 
car at Lot 100 (reported at 9:00 
p.m.).
Four faculty mem-
bers from the integrated 
studio arts department 
and one student from the 
College of Design brought 
home awards from the 
46th National Clay, Fiber, 
Paper, Glass, Metal, Wood 
Exhibition in Ames.
The faculty mem-
bers include Jennifer 
Drinkwater, Chris Martin, 
Joe Muench and Teresa 
Paschke. Omar Ibrahim, a 
student in the College of 
Design, also received an 
honorary mention.
Ibrahim was not avail-
able for comment.
Drinkwater, a senior 
lecturer, finished in sec-
ond place for her painting 
“Bridging the Gap.”
“It was a surprise and a 
great honor [to win second 
place],” Drinkwater said. 
“The exhibition is full of re-
ally exceptional work.”
Drinkwater said that 
she finds inspiration for 
her work from many differ-
ent things.
“I usually have an 
overarching narrative in 
my mind about how the 
different images come to-
gether to create a synthe-
sized piece, but it’s not a 
stagnant story,” Drinkwater 
said. “I prefer to hear how 
others formulate their own 
ideas from what they’re 
seeing in the painting.”
As for what it takes 
to be successful in the art 
world, Drinkwater said 
much of it is luck and per-
sonal preference.
Martin, an associate 
professor, won first place 
for his sculpture “Tribal 
Stool.”
Martin said that his 
inspiration for his artwork 
came from his time in the 
Peace Corps.
“From 2008 through 
2010, I took leave from 
Iowa State and joined the 
Peace Corps in Ghana,” 
Martin said. “The stool is 
a tribal stool that village 
chiefs use as their throne.”
Martin said he didn’t 
expect to win first place at 
the exhibition.
“It was a pleasant sur-
prise,” he said. “[Stools are] 
new for me, and I was a 
little nervous. I wondered 
what the reception would 
be.”
Martin also said his 
passion for art started a 
long time ago.
“I got my undergradu-
ate [degree] from ISU, and 
came in as an architecture 
major,” he said. “I decided 
that architecture wasn’t 
for me because I couldn’t 
stand just drawing up 
things and not making 
them. I changed my major 
so I could draw up those 
ideas and actually make 
them.”
Martin says to be suc-
cessful in art, you must 
connect with your work.
“I don’t go into every 
show expecting to win. 
Just be honest with your-
self and be connected with 
your work. A lot of my emo-
tions are connected to my 
work.” He said.
Muench, also an asso-
ciate professor, was award-
ed an honorary mention 
for his work “Yield.”
“It is an honor to win 
an award of any kind in 
an exhibition,” Muench 
said. “It is a juror’s stamp 
of approval on a piece and 
is a nice acknowledgment 
for the effort. Many other 
pieces in the show are 
equally deserving of this 
acknowledgement.”
Muench said that 
“Yield” is part of a series he 
has created.
Muench has had a pas-
sion for art since day one.
“I’ve had it most of my 
life,” Muench said. “I found 
it, or it found me. I’ve al-
ways drawn, always made 
things, and the satisfaction 
of making something from 
nothing appealed to me.”
Paschke, an associ-
ate professor, won the 
Winifred V. Brown Best of 
Show award for “Hip Hop 
Sampler.”
Paschke also said the 
Mimaki wide-format ink 
jet printer for textiles in 
LeBaron helped her with 
her artwork.
“I had been printing 
textiles by hand for many 
years and this innovative 
technology provided an 
opportunity to take my art-
work in a new direction,” 
she said.
Paschke learned her 
passion for art at a young 
age, too.
“I’ve been a practicing 
artist for most of my life,” 
Paschke said. “Like many 
artists, I started making 
artwork as a child, and by 
the age of 15 was painting 
almost daily.”
Paschke said that per-
sistence is the key to ob-
taining success.
“Being successful re-
quires a willingness to 
fail,” Paschke said. “Artists 
in particular must have 
thick skin to pursue their 
passion.”
Four faculty members, one student 
win awards at Ames art exhibition
By Blake.Dowson
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy of Jennifer Drinkwater
Iowa State senior lecturer, Jennifer Drinkwater, received a second place award for this painting titled “Bridging the Gap.” She is 
inpired by her own imagination and integrates many thoughts into one work of art. “It’s not a stagnant story,” Drinkwater said.
Suihaib Tawil/Iowa State Daily
The artist award winners top 
left to right: Joseph Muench, 
Chris Martin. Bottom left to 
right: Jennifer Drinkwater, 
Teresa Paschke.
in-state students looks likely to pass 
for the 2014-2015 academic year, 
but Hatch told the Daily other issues 
need to be addressed before a third 
tuition freeze is considered.
“I don’t think there will be a third 
freeze until and unless we really start 
taking a look at the cost of college it-
self,” Hatch said. “But there may be 
proposals that can extend the tuition 
guaranteed for what you pay when 
you first get into college. That’s a pro-
posal that we’re kicking around.”
Hatch said in order for that sort 
of opportunity to be actualized, the 
public would have to make clear 
to legislators that the cost of higher 
education is a disincentive to pursue 
a degree.
Hatch currently serves as a chair 
of the Senate Health and Human 
Services Budget Subcommittee in 
the Iowa Senate.
If elected, Hatch would replace 
Republican Gov. Terry Branstad, who 
is seeking a sixth term and holds the 
record for being the longest running 
governor in history of the United 
States.
“In a race like this, I think it’s 
really important for the party to be 
united [behind one candidate],” said 
Jane Kersch, junior in global resource 
systems and treasurer for the ISU 
Dems. “I think it’s really important 
for politicians to engage with young 
students.”
Other Democratic candidates 
have dropped out of the race, in-
cluding Tyler Olson and Bob Krause, 
which led Hatch to say that in a way 
he is the last guy standing. 
Hatch did point out, however, 
that Jonathan Narcisse recently 
joined the race.
The discussion on Wednesday 
began with a raise in minimum wage, 
about which Hatch said he is one of 
the leading proponents.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LAMBDA THETA NU 
Paige Dettman
Maira Hernandez
LAMBDA THETA PHI 
LATIN FRATERNITY
Moises Monrroy











































































































































































































































































































































Juan Enriquez is one of the world’s leading 
authorities on the uses and benefits of 
genomic research and the impact of the 
life sciences on business, technology, and society. He co-founded Synthetic Genomics, a company developing 
genomic-driven solutions to address global energy and environmental challenges. Synthetic Genomics was a 
partner and major funder of the J. Craig Venter Institute’s breakthrough creation of the first synthetic bacterial 
cell. Juan Enriquez is managing director of Excel Venture Management, former director of the Harvard Business 
School Life Sciences Project, and author of As the Future Catches You: How Genomics & Other Forces Are 
Changing Your Life, Work, Health & Wealth. He has an undergraduate degree and MBA from Harvard University.
Juan Enriquez
Sponsored by:
Iowa Farm Bureau Federation
Oce of the President
Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
The Life Code 
Changing Lives, 
Changing Business
Thursday, February 6, 2014 - 8 pm
Great Hall, Memorial Union
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Hou said he didn’t really 
know what to feel as he 
was nervous, but soon he 
became more comfortable 
in front of the camera.
“I made a lot of re-
ally good friends with the 
other candidates,” Hou 
said. “Our downtime was 
actually my best experi-
ence on the show, because 
we could just hang out 
together.”
As a result, when 
some of his new friends 
were eliminated from the 
show, Hou said he was 
genuinely upset about it.
“People bash on real-
ity TV for not being real 
enough and sure, there is 
a lot of editing going on, 
but a lot of these emotions 
showcased there are very 
real,” Hou said.
Donald Beitz, dis-
tinguished professor in 
animal science, was Jack 
Hou’s academic adviser 
during his time at Iowa 
State. He said he is not sur-
prised by the fact that Hou 
now appears on television.
“Jack was a very am-
bitious kind of guy. He 
wanted to take advantage 
of everything,” Beitz said. 
“It’s so fitting that he’s on 
the show; he’s just that 
kind of guy.”
Beitz said the only 
downside of Hou appear-
ing on TV could be if he 
ends up spending too 
much time devoted to his 
television career.
“A medical Ph.D. takes 
a lot of time and focus as 
well as energy. If you start 
neglecting that, then you 
will have a problem, but 
I think Jack can manage 
that,” Beitz said.
Hou said that see-
ing himself on television 
is kind of a double-edged 
sword for him.
“Some things just 
look so different once you 
see them on TV,” Hou said. 
“You look at it and go ‘Oh 
my god, I can’t believe I ac-
tually did that’. It’s just so 
strange.”
Since the show was 
filmed last summer, Hou 
said he already knows the 
outcome of the show.
“But obviously I’m 
not going to tell anybody, 
what’s going to happen 
next. You have to watch 
the show for that,” Hou 
said.
King of the Nerds:
Season 2 of  King of the Nerds 
premiered on Jan 23. It’s on TBS 
every Thursday at 9 p.m. Two out 
of eight episodes of this season 
have already aired.
year with her floor and 
continued into her sopho-
more and junior years, be-
lieves that this is an event 
you’ll never forget.
“You definitely make 
friends quickly,” Knoll said. 
“There’s a lot of events you 
have to team up with peo-
ple you didn’t even know, 
so you had to be ready for 
that.
This year Knoll will 
work for the event, plan-
ning and organizing and 
“still staying up 26” to help 
out. Though she will not 
be participating, there is a 
small sense of relief in do-
ing so.
“It’s a little exhaust-
ing,” Knoll said. “You feel 
like passing out at the end, 
but the events keep you 
awake though.”
The registration dead-
line for team is Feb. 14, but 
late registration is avail-
able until Feb. 26. However, 
teams that fail to make the 
first registration date will 
be unable to participate in 
travel questions, costing 
them valuable points. As 
for what participants can 
expect, Park can not give 
many hints.
“We are going to have 
our classic KQ events, 
such as scavenger hunts, 
montages and travel-
ing questions,” Park said. 
“Otherwise, who knows? 
Maybe some singing? 
Dancing? It’s a surprise.”
>>NERDS p1 >>KALEIDOQUIZ p1
>>HATCH p1
ter he met him at a furni-
ture convention.
”I’ve always admired 
his work and just recently 
I’ve had a number of stu-
dents who have an inter-
est of making electric gui-
tars,” Martin said. Martin 
said bringing Malinoski to 
Ames has always been in 
the back of his mind.
The College of Design 
brings visiting artists so 
students are able to meet 
a professional in their spe-
cific field of study.
“Bringing someone 
who is doing something 
different than what is 
happening here gives stu-
dents a more holistic idea 
of what they can do out in 
the world once they fin-
ish school,” Martin said. 
“[Visiting artists] create an 
opportunity for students 
to see what they can pos-
sibly be doing.”
Visiting art programs 
allow students to see and 
interact with artists who 
succeed in their area of 
study.
“They get excited,” 
Martin said. “Students get 
excited to see other peo-
ple’s work and be able to 
talk to another maker who 
is making a living at it”.
Artists like Malinoski 
are able to come to uni-
versities and give students 
and out of the classroom 
learning experience.
“They get it, they un-
derstand what’s going on” 
Malinoski said “I feel like 
they can do it, I like to de-
mystify it and show that 
[making a guitar] isn’t a 
scary thing”
Malinoski hopes he 
can inspire students to try 
making their own guitars 
and be able to receive the 
same joy he has at making 
guitars.
“[My favorite part] is 
getting to hand a guitar to 
really good musicians who 
can do amazing things 
with them,” Malinoski 
said.
Malinoski presented 
a selection of his guitars 
Monday in Morrill Hall.
Iowa State Daily
Team Newton Force, champions of Kaleidoquiz 2013, cel-
ebrated its victory on March 2 in Friley Hall.
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
Democratic governor candidate Jack Hatch speaks to the Iowa State Democrats Feb. 
5 in Pearson Hall. Hatch is currently the leading democratic candidate.
>>GUITAR p1
A few weeks ago 
the Dallas Safari Club, 
in partnership with 
the government of 
Namibia, auctioned 
off the chance to go 
on a black rhino hunt. 
This may seem like the 
most natural thing in 
the world for the self-
proclaimed “greatest 
hunters convention on 
the planet” to endorse, 
except for one thing: 




With a few more 
than 5,000 individu-
als left alive, black 
rhinos are the subject 
of intense conserva-
tion efforts across their 
natural range in sub-
saharan Africa.
What possible rea-
son would the Dallas 
Safari Club, which 
supports conserva-
tion efforts around the 
globe, have for selling 
the chance to kill an 
endangered animal? 
As paradoxical as 
it seems, the hunt was 
created to raise money 
and awareness for 
black rhino protection. 
The permit issued as 
a result of the auc-
tion does not entitle a 
hunter to kill any black 
rhino. A handful of old-
er, non-breeding and 
potentially dangerous 
males have been iden-
tified in Namibia, and 
it is one of these select 
few that will be killed.
The hunt eventu-
ally sold for $350,000, 
although the win-
ning bidder, Corey 
Knowlton, says public 
backlash to the event 
lessened the pro-
ceeds. “It was the most 
unfortunate thing,” 
Knowlton said. “There 
were people willing to 
spend $500,000 to a 
million dollars.”
Those potential 
buyers were scared 
off by animal rights 
extremists and their 
intense disapproval of 
hunting auctions as a 
conservation tool. 
Such fears appear 
to have been well 
founded, as Knowlton, 
who now requires 
personal security, 
has received not only 
death threats, but 
told CNN in a recent 
interview that he has 
had his children’s lives 
threatened as well.
Not all of the 
hunt’s detractors take 
their disapproval to 
such extreme lengths, 
though. The Humane 
Society, for example, 
has announced that it 
will lobby the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service to 
refuse Knowlton a per-
mit he would need to 
bring the rhino’s body 
back to the United 
States.
The Humane 
Society’s CEO and 
President, Wayne 
Pacelle, claimed in a 
blog post that “The 
first rule of protecting 
the rarest animals in 
the world is to protect 
each living member of 
that species.” 
Sadly for Pacelle 
and his childlike 
understanding of 
conservation, this 
is simply not true. 
Ensuring the survival 
of a species of course 
includes protecting 
individual organisms, 
but there is much 
more involved. For 
one, the relative safety 
of individuals who can 
still contribute to the 
survival of the species 
is something to take 
into account.
A diseased animal, 
for example, will often 
be quarantined from 
its cohorts in a captive 
setting. This treatment 
comes about because 
the particular animal 
presents a danger to its 
healthy brethren. 
When dealing with 
black rhinos, it is im-
portant to understand 
that older males can 
actually cause harm to 
younger, virile males 
or, even worse, can 
cause harm to a fertile 
female or her young.
An alternative to 
killing these rhinos 
would obviously be 
to quarantine them, 
like we would do in 
captivity. 
This, however, 
runs into problems 
when the cost for such 
a strategy is realized. 
Unfortunately, conser-
vation efforts do not 
exist in a perfect world, 
and economic factors 
play a role in deter-
mining their policies.
Of course, it can 
easily be said that 
living rhinos gener-
ate money too, that 
we do not have to kill 
animals to receive 
money for their pro-
tection. Jeff Flocken, 
the North American 
regional director of 
the International Fund 
for Animal Welfare 
pointed out in an 
online post that eco-
tourism provides more 
resources to both local 
communities and con-
servation than trophy 
hunting does.
What Flocken fails 
to address is the per 
capita revenue of these 
practices. $350,000 
(and potentially much 
more, if not for the 
dangers posed by 
extremists) is far and 
away more than what 
the average ecotourist 
will spend. 
Yes, the hunting 
permit is a one-time 
event while ecotour-
ism takes little from 
an environment, but 
we must realize that 
these animals will die. 
Whether it be from 
“natural” predators or 
from humans makes 
no difference to the 
species, and makes 
little difference to the 
hunted animal, apart 
from the fact that 
death by humans will 
likely lead to a quicker, 
less painful death.
There is another 
argument against 
hunting endangered 
species, though. As 
Flocken and others 
have pointed out, 
selling off the chance 
to hunt these animals 
sends the message that 
they are worth more 
than common animals, 
and may contribute to 
poaching or unsanc-
tioned hunting.
With the vast 
amounts of money that 
people were prepared 
to pay, however, it can 
be safely assumed that 
the demand for rare 
game hunts already 




hunting an animal is 
wrong are fine for an 
individual to hold, just 
as it is perfectly fine 
to hold the belief that 
every member of an 
endangered species 
should be protected ir-
respective of potential 
dangers or the cost. 
These beliefs have 
no basis in scientific 
conservation, however, 
and attempts to mas-
querade them as such 
benefit no one, least 
of all an endangered 
species.
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
An event hosted by the Dallas Safari Club auctioned off a one-time permit to 
hunt the endangered black rhino in Namibia. The event’s fundraising effort of 
$350,000 went toward the conservation of this endangered species.
Recently, the Iowa State 
Daily published an article dis-
cussing Iowa State’s National 
Organization for the Reform 
of Marijuana Laws’ (NORML 
ISU) decision to take on Iowa 
State’s Trademark Licensing 
Office for the rejection of 
their T-shirt logo designs. 
However, it is unlikely that 
NORML ISU’s plans to appeal 
this rejection will achieve 
their desired outcome. Their 
design simply doesn’t follow 
the rules.
In January 2013, the 
trademark office updated its 
guidelines to now state that 
designs with “dangerous, 
illegal or unhealthy prod-
ucts, actions or behaviors” 
and “drugs and drug para-
phernalia that are illegal or 
unhealthful” that also include 
logos or symbols associated 
with the university would not 
be approved. In June 2013, 
NORML ISU tried getting 
approval for a design that 
read “NORML ISU Supports 
Marijuana Legalization” with 
a picture of a cannabis leaf.
Because advocating for 
the legalization of marijuana 
is the main focus of NORML 
ISU, it is natural that the 
club would want to display 
its cause on club affiliated t-
shirts. However, even though 
the “ISU” is part of their offi-
cial title, NORML ISU doesn’t 
automatically have the right 
to use it in designs.
There is a fine line be-
tween being a club located at 
a university and a club whose 
cause is endorsed by that uni-
versity. Having “ISU” in the 
title of an organization mere-
ly states that organization 
is located at Iowa State. But 
because Iowa State has stated 
they do not endorse any act, 
not just the act of marijuana 
legalization, and because 
Iowa State’s Trademark 
Licensing Office controls the 
usage of university terms, 
such as “ISU,” “Iowa State,” 
“Iowa State University” and 
“Cyclones,” it cannot neces-
sarily be said that Iowa State 
is rejecting the designs purely 
for this specific issue.
Granted, marijuana 
legalization is a controversial 
topic, and it might be true 
that the university does not 
want to be associated with 
supporting one side or the 
other. However, NORML 
ISU’s claim that this rejec-
tion infringes on its First 
Amendment rights doesn’t 
sufficiently hold up in an 
argument.
What is not being con-
sidered here is that the First 
Amendment does not provide 
equal levels of protection 
to every instance of expres-
sion. Since the shirts could 
potentially be approved for 
sale, the design might fall 
under the category of com-
mercial speech, which is not 
fully protected under the First 
Amendment. If the speech 
is false or misleading, as it is 
in this case, it is may not be 
granted any protection at all. 
Even if the shirts wouldn’t 
be considered commercial 
speech, there is no guarantee 
that NORML ISU’s supposed 
right to use the ISU mark is 
fully protected under the First 
Amendment.
Furthermore, in no 
way is Iowa State trying to 
hinder or stop the actions 
being taken by NORML ISU 
to express its views. The club 
will be able to carry on with 
activities and express their 
opinions as usual. But pro-
ducing a T-shirt design which 
could potentially imply that 
Iowa State endorses a topic 
it does not would be false. 
Due to the nature of copy-
right laws, Iowa State has the 
legal right to refuse the use 
of its logos and marks to any 
organization it deems might 
be using the logo or mark 
incorrectly or falsely. In this 
case, the mark is being used 
in a manner which suggests 
false endorsement.
Universities are, in some 
ways, like regular businesses. 
They rely on the support of 
the community for funding 
and upholding a positive 
reputation. Because of this, 
universities must remain 
fairly neutral on certain 
issues, especially highly con-
troversial political issues, or 
else risk a lowered reputation 
in the eyes of its community 
members. 
But it would be wrong 
to assume that Iowa State 
does not support its students 
simply because of a matter 
of reputation. Approving stu-
dents to form these contro-
versial clubs at all certainly 
proves Iowa State’s willing-
ness to support diversity.
So although it is in 
NORML ISU’s Constitutional 
rights to be able to disagree 
with and try to work to 
change the trademark office’s 
decision, their claims against 
Iowa State does not take into 
account the university’s own 
rights to reject them. 
As long as Iowa State 
remains vigilant about 
enforcing their trademark 
guidelines for every student 
organization, I see no reason 
why they should change their 
decision.
Opinion
4 Iowa State Daily
iowastatedaily.com/opinion
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Coca-Cola, known as an All-American com-
pany, received criticism after the release of 
their 2014 Super Bowl advertisement. Those 






    Last Sunday’s Super Bowl may have 
turned out to be less than exciting, but 
that doesn’t mean there was any shortage 
of commotion surrounding the big game. 
One of the contentious issues that popped 
up was a Coca-Cola commercial which 
featured the song “America the Beautiful” 
sung in a variety of languages.
How a song celebrating the gran-
deur of our nation, sung from a global 
perspective, can cause offense is difficult 
to imagine, but there are no shortage of 
Americans who have somehow found a 
way.
Twitter and other social media sites 
were abuzz with criticisms of the adver-
tisement, in most cases citing how the 
English language and the United States 
are inevitably linked, despite the fact that 
the majority of those that speak English 
live somewhere in the world other than 
the US. While the United States is far and 
away the country with the most English 
speaking individuals and over 94% of our 
population knows the language, we are far 
from a completely homogeneous nation.
Any cries of “This is America; speak 
English!” or other hilariously paradoxi-
cal arguments as to why Coca-Cola acted 
inappropriately should be seen for what 
they are: foreigner-fearing [xenophobic] 
comments made from ignorance. That 
does not mean, however, that they should 
not be taken seriously.
By showing the world that a signifi-
cant portion of our populace views even 
the slightest hint of multiculturalism as 
not only disagreeable but downright of-
fensive, we as a nation have also shown 
just how backward we are.
This country, in its birth, was a melt-
ing pot for different cultures. People from 
all different countries of Europe settled 
here, followed by all other parts of the 
world. People who stand by and make 
comments to fellow Americans to “speak 
English in America” should remem-
ber that unless they happen to have an 
American-Indian heritage, they too have 
ancestors that are from other countries.
Since its beginning, Coca-Cola has 
been making a controversy in the ad-
vertising world. Coca-Cola has been in 
constant support of America and even 
though it is now known worldwide, keep-
ing its strong roots right here in America. 
Coke has also been a strong supporter 
of women’s rights, the U.S. military, and 
they printed one of the first ads to feature 
an African-American woman back in the 
mid-1950’s.
Coca-Cola has been helping blaze 
the trail toward equal rights for years, so 
seeing an something like their much-dis-
cussed Super Bowl commercial is nothing 
new. We as Americans should stand and 
support each other and the different cul-
tures we can all bring to the table, rather 
than tear each other down for something 
as irrelevant as believing in a different 
religion, having a different skin tone or 
speaking a different language.
It is truly unfortunate that instead of 
viewing Coke’s commercial as one that 
celebrates the United States as a global 
standard for quality of life, so-called patri-
ots have chosen to claim America as open 
only to themselves and others like them. 
Such nonsense is neither compatible with 
the values that make America great, nor 
with those that will continue to move the 
United States into an even more promi-
nent global role. Coca-Cola is moving 
progressively to embrace all people of this 
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  Iowa State takes on 
Illinois, a CSCHL rival 
of nearly 40 years, 
to fight to ensure the 
Cyclones maintain the 
third seeting for the 
CSCHL Tournament
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URBANDALE, Iowa — In the end, Allen Lazard finished where everything started: in his family room on the phone with Paul 
Rhoads and committed to playing football at Iowa 
State.
The marquee signee 
for the ISU football team’s 
2014 recruiting class made 
his commitment official 
early Wednesday morning 
as he trekked through the 
snowy roads and bit-
ter cold before 7 a.m. 
to Urbandale High 




“It was  just a big relief. Just weight off my shoul-
ders,” Lazard said after he faxed his letter to the foot-
ball offices in Ames. “Now I can just relax and hope-
fully just enjoy my senior year as a high schooler.”
Before Lazard signed the paperwork Wednesday 
morning, he found himself in his family room Tuesday 
night on the phone with Rhoads. He was sitting in the 
same spot as he did while on the phone with the sixth-
year coach when he offered him a scholarship to play 
at Iowa State back in 2012.
“The first time when I called him and I received 
my offer was after my sophomore year and I was very 
ecstatic. I realized I just got a football scholarship and 
my dreams were coming true getting to play college 
football,” Lazard said. “Last night it was kind of going 
through the same thing.
“It was a little deja vu I guess, realizing this is 
where it started and this is where it ended, too.”
Lazard — a 6-foot-5 receiver ranked No. 47 in the 
2014 recruiting class by Rivals.com — verbally com-
mitted to Iowa State in December 2012. Other schools 
still sought him out through his senior season, and 
Lazard listened.
He made an official visit to Notre Dame in 
October, and questions about whether or not the Iowa 
native would change his mind popped up on message 
boards and across social media. Lazard was asked 
about it everywhere he went, and he heard constant 
feedback via text message and Twitter.
“Any way you can think of,” Lazard said, “they 
probably asked it.”
Lazard remained adamant he wanted to be a 
Cyclone, that listening to other schools was an emer-
gency option. He followed through Wednesday, sign-
ing on as the headliner of the 2014 class for Iowa State.
A fiery Rhoads held up Lazard’s letter of intent 
Wednesday afternoon as he announced the Cyclones’ 
group of 25 commitments.
“(He was) true to his word of 14 months,” Rhoads 
said. “He’s not going to a school in northern Indiana — 
boy, they wasted a lot of time and money. He’s not go-
ing to another school in this state who feverishly tried 
to call him about a half a dozen times in the last week.
“He’s going right here to Iowa State University.”
Lazard will join his brother, redshirt sophomore 
linebacker Anthony Lazard, on the team at Iowa State. 
Dylan Montz/Iowa State Daily
Urbandale senior Allen Lazard sits with his parents Kevin and Mary to mock sign his national letter of intent after officially becoming a member of the ISU football program Wednesday.
MAKING IT 
OFFICIAL
Urbandale senior Allen Lazard signs on to ISU football program 
Gabe Luna had the opportunity to 
go to a Division I college right out of high 
school, but he didn’t take it.
The defensive end said he was 
only offered walk-on spots, so he chose 
the junior college route instead. After 
playing at Butler Community College, 
Luna finally got to the chance to join a 
Division I college football team.
“I knew in my head that I was good 
enough go to a Division I program,” 
Luna said on National Signing Day on 
Wednesday. “[Junior college] helped me 
with a lot of things. It helped me physi-
cally mature better and mentally get bet-
ter as well.”
Luna, along with 24 other recruits, 
signed to play for the ISU football team 
next season. The class that signed 
Wednesday included seven junior col-
lege players — six on defense alone — 
and 18 players out of high school. ISU 
coach Paul Rhoads’ recruits are ranked 
as a consensus top 60 class.
Three of the junior college players 
decided to attend Iowa State early and 
are already enrolled in classes. Luna 
along with linebacker Jordan Harris 
and safety Devron Moore have already 
joined the team.
“There is mental toughness and 
then there’s mental understanding,” 
Rhoads said. “These three are going to 
be ahead certainly from a mental un-
derstanding point because they’re go-
ing to get coached. They’re going to get 
coached in the winter and they’re going 
to get coached all spring ball long.”
Harris, who attended Copiah-
Lincoln Community College, led the 
Junior College Athletic Association in 
tackles last season. He averaged almost 
14 per game on his way to a second team 
All-American distinction.
After receiving offers from many 
other schools, Harris committed to Iowa 
State. He is the only junior college line-
backer and one of four linebackers that 
Iowa State signed Wednesday.
“[He is] a guy that’ll knock people’s 
fillings loose,” Rhoads said. “He’s pro-
ductive. He led the country in tackles at 
the junior college level. He shows up and 
plays very physical. He’s got that mental 
approach to the game. He’s very smart.”
Moore is the third newcomer that 
has already arrived at Iowa State. He at-
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Three new Cyclone football junior college recruits, Gabe Luna, Devron Moore and  





He’s going right 
here to Iowa State 
University.”
— ISU COACH PAUL RHOADS
Iowa State adds seven 
JUCO players to play in  
fall 2014 football season 
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A win is a win, but last Saturday, mem-
bers of the ISU wrestling team were look-
ing for more.
The Cyclones traveled to Arizona 
State last weekend for a dual with the Sun 
Devils in which Iowa State took control of 
the match early. Iowa State won by a final 
of 21-12.
Even though the Cyclones came home 
with the victory, they still feel like they left 
a lot out on the mat.
“I don’t think that we came out with 
enough fire,” said Kyven Gadson. “I feel 
like if we wrestle that same way up at UNI 
[University of Northern Iowa] this week-
end, it won’t be fun at all. We need to come 
out like we have something to prove, and if 
we get 10 guys who can do that, we could 
have some fun.”
Gadson added another accolade to his 
collection last weekend as well. He pinned 
Arizona State’s Josh DaSilveira, marking 
his 25th dual win in a row, a record for the 
All-American.
While that stat might look nice on 
paper, it’s just a number for the Waterloo, 
Iowa, native.
“It’s nice not losing duals, but you 
don’t win a national title that way,” Gadson 
said. “There will be a lot to say after these 
next three weeks. It’s a nice opportuni-
ty to improve my seeding for the NCAA 
tournament.”
That win against the Sun Devils 
moved No. 18 Iowa State to 8-3 overall on 
the season, marking one of its best overall 
records in recent years.
With a tough portion of his team’s 
schedule looming, ISU coach Kevin 
Jackson said he will take whatever he can 
get to help keep the team’s confidence 
high.
“Any time you win a match, it’s going 
to give you major confidence,” Jackson 
said. “There might have been a little bit of 
a letdown at some of the weight classes, 
where guys have sort of expected to win, 
rather than grinding it out. So I’d say that 
the trip to Arizona came at the right time 
for us.”
Even though the team won the meet, 
it only won six out of the possible 10 
matches. And while the matches Iowa 
State lost were close, redshirt sophomore 
Tanner Weatherman knows that finishing 
out close matches is what will make a dif-
ference in the future.
“We talked as a team, and among 
each other we lost a lot of close matches,” 
Weatherman said. “It’s really just getting 
tough in the third period and in tough po-
sitions that will make a big difference. If we 
can connect those fears, it’ll make the big-
gest difference overall.”
Next up for the Cyclones is a trip to 
Cedar Falls, Iowa to take on No. 8 UNI. The 
dual will begin 5 p.m. Saturday.
Brian Achenbach/Iowa State Daily
Redshirt sophomore Tanner Weatherman, 174 pounds, grapples with his opponent Jan. 12 at 
Hilton Coliseum. Weather man lost by technical fall, and Iowa State lost to Oklahoma 11 to 27.
By Ryan.Young
@iowastatedaily.com
Despite recent win, ISU wrestling team looks to improve on the mat
The biggest story surround-
ing the 2014 Iowa State football 
recruiting class was Allen Lazard, 
and for good reason. The four-
star receiver out of Urbandale, 
Iowa, chose the Cyclones over 
some of the nation’s elite football 
schools.
Coach Paul Rhoads started 
his press conference with a fiery 
statement about the intense re-
cruitment of Lazard, but went on 
to highlight the other 24 players 
that signed their national letters 
of intent. He believes there are 
about nine players that currently 
have good shots at immediate 
playing time.
Rhoads emphasized the im-
portance of the seven junior col-
lege transfers in the 2014 class. 
Six of them will be lining up on 
the defensive side of the ball, led 
by linebacker Jordan Harris, who 
led the nation in tackles last sea-
son playing at the junior college 
level.
“We needed depth and ex-
perience there,” Rhoads said of 
the defensive recruits. “All six of 
those guys will have an opportu-
nity to compete.”
Two incoming freshmen 
Rhoads said would compete 
for immediate playing time 
are Lazard and punter Colin 
Downing. Downing, a Whitefish 
Bay, Wis. native, was also looked 
at by Penn State and Toledo be-
fore deciding on Iowa State.
Rhoads said Downing was 
recruited with filling the starting 
position in mind as senior Kirby 
Van Der Kamp graduates. Van 
Der Kamp was a Ray Guy Award 
watch list member and was fa-
mous for converting on fake punt 
attempts, going 7-for-7 in his ca-
reer at Iowa State.
“I said to him in the process, 
‘Are you athletic enough if we 
call some fakes with you?’ and he 
said, ‘Coach, I’m a hockey play-
er,’” Rhoads said of Downing.
Rhoads also spoke highly 
of running backs Martinez Syria 
and Mike Warren. Both players 
were regarded as top-100 recruits 
at their position nationally, but 
went largely unnoticed by BCS-
level schools.
“[Syria] is bigger and more 
physical, yet has good speed, the 
other back [Warren] has great 
speed and game-breaking abil-
ity,” Rhoads said. “He had eleven 
40-plus yard runs called back 
and still ran for 2,500 yards on 
the season. On some peoples’ ra-
dar they are underneath, but on 
ours we see them as clear as can 
be.”
Rhoads noted this recruit-
ing season has been hectic with 
NCAA rule changes and the pass-
ing of defensive line coach Curtis 
Bray. He said his final 13 days of 
recruiting were non-stop while 
traveling from state-to-state.
The result, however, was a 
class with no late decommit-
ments and a diverse field of high 
school and junior college signees.
Coaching staff almost complete
Rhoads also announced the 
additions of Brandon Blaney as 
offensive line coach and Tommy 
Mangino as wide receivers coach. 
Todd Sturdy will move from wide 
receivers to quarterbacks coach, 
and offensive coordinator Mark 
Mangino will also serve as the 
tight ends coach.
Blaney comes to the 
Cyclones staff after serving as de-
fensive quality control assistant 
for the Jacksonville Jaguars in 
2011 before serving as defensive 
assistant coach for the past two 
seasons.
Blaney spent 15 years 
coaching at the collegiate level, 
10 of which were spent coach-
ing alongside ISU offensive co-
ordinator Mark Mangino. He 
served as offensive line coach 
at Oklahoma in 2000 when 
Mangino was offensive coordi-
nator for the Sooners and was 
hired as recruiting coordinator 
by Mangino while he was head 
coach at Kansas from 2002-09.
Tommy Mangino joins the 
staff after serving as a gradu-
ate assistant at the University of 
Arkansas and is the son of offen-
sive coordinator Mark Mangino. 
Mark is excited to work with fam-
ily after often being busy while 
they were in school.
“Most of the time I was out 
taking care of other people’s kids 
while my wife was taking care of 
our kids,” Mark said. “You always 
try to be the best father you can 
be but there’s no doubt that with 
my hours of work, this is an excit-
ing time for me because I get to 
be with him every day.”
He also said the decision 
to hire both Blaney and Tommy 
were solely up to Rhoads. He at-
tributed their work with their 
former organizations as the key 
factors to their hirings.
Rhoads added it was not 
Mark that determined who 
would be hired, although his re-
lationships with the both his son 
and Blaney played a role in de-
termining who would make the 
best fit.
“I told him in the process 
that I was holding back a job to 
get his input once he arrived,” 
Rhoads said. “For Mark to have 
a right-hand-man, I thought that 
was important for his imple-
mentation of the offense. In the 
end, he happened to get two that 
would fit that description.”
With four new offensive 
coaches and some position 
changes, the offseason will be a 
learning experience. Rhoads said 
one more coaching position will 
be filled in the coming weeks at 
defensive ends.
With both Blaney and 
Tommy expected to be in Ames 
this week, the ISU football office 
will look much different than it 
has in years past. Rhoads is hop-
ing that the new look is a good 
one.
“We’re going to have to get 
to know each other a little bit,” 
Rhoads said. “Getting comfort-
able will take place over the next 
couple months.”
25 recruits sign with Cyclones, coaching positions filled
By Alex.Gookin
@iowastatedaily.com
He also follows in the footsteps 
of his father, Kevin, who played 
at Iowa State from 1990-93.
During his senior season 
at Urbandale, Lazard caught 
46 passes for 1,065 yards and 
16 touchdowns. Following his 
senior season, the three-time 
First-Team All-State player 
was named to the U.S. Army 
All-American Bowl, which was 
played in San Antonio, Texas last 
month.
“His size is an attribute that 
a lot of other receivers don’t 
have, and I think that would be 
the most obvious thing within 
his game,” said Urbandale coach 
Sam Anderson of Lazard’s skill-
set. “To add on to that, he’s got 
a great vertical, he’s got great 
speed. I had an opportunity to 
watch him go up against the top 
players in the country and he 
stacked up just fine with those 
guys.
“He’s an all-around com-
plete ballplayer.”
Rhoads said Wednesday, 
after saying Lazard would be 
off-limits to the media during 
his freshman season, he is one 
of two true freshmen he initially 
can envision playing immedi-
ately in 2014.
Before then, he has other 
business to finish.
“I have to focus on, right 
now, finishing my high school 
basketball season and then it’s 
football from there on out,” 
Lazard said. “After basketball’s 
done, I’m just going to train, get 
in the weight room as much as I 
can, get faster, bigger, stronger 
and hopefully compete for play-
ing time next year.”
Questions about where he 
will end up, though, are finished. 
Lazard is headed to Ames, and 
he sees a bright future from the 
onset of next fall.
“We’ve got a lot of returning 
guys. That’s a very big positive,” 
Lazard said. “I think we have 
a very explosive group and we 
have some big things to do next 
year.”
tended Northeastern Oklahoma 
A&M before choosing to play at 
Iowa State over multiple other 
Big 12 schools including West 
Virginia, Texas Tech and TCU.
Moore said he’s already 
working out with the ISU coach-
ing staff in his short time at Iowa 
State. He said he’s been adjust-
ing to the new level of football 
by focusing on gaining weight 
this off-season.
“It’s a lot different because 
they’re worried about just 
regular fundamentals,” Moore 
said. “They’re more worried 
about that. You work hard, but 
they’re making sure you do it 
right. It wasn’t like that in junior 
college.”
In addition to the three al-
ready on campus, four more ju-
nior college players will attend 
Iowa State in the fall. Rhoads 
said he used junior college 
transfers to address areas of 
need in the roster and all seven 
should get a chance to play im-
mediately next season.
“Six on defense, we needed 
depth there. We needed some 
experience injected with those 
guys, and so I think all six of 
those guys will have an op-
portunity to compete,” Rhoads 
said. “I think [Wendell Taiese 
will] have an opportunity on the 
offensive line as well.”
>>LAZARD p5>>RECRUITS p5
When TCU’s Donielle Breaux 
rose up from beyond the arc with 
six seconds remaining, it didn’t 
matter that the Horned Frogs had 
only made one 3-pointer in the 
first 39:54 of the game.
It felt good the whole way.
“Actually it shocked me,” 
Breaux said. “I didn’t realize I 
was going to be that wide open. I 
thought they were going to switch 
everything, but Iowa State, they’re 
a good team.”
A final effort to get the ball up 
the floor for Iowa State resulted in 
a jump ball under the basket — to 
the dismay of ISU fans — with the 
arrow pointed in favor of TCU (13-
9, 4-6 Big 12) who held on to win 
61-60 Wednesday night. It was the 
fourth loss for Iowa State (16-6, 
5-6 Big 12) at home this season.
What happened to Iowa State 
on the last possession was de-
scribed as total lack of communi-
cation of the plan to switch every 
screen TCU performed.
“We had one person that 
didn’t switch,” said ISU coach Bill 
Fennelly. “We told them, ‘Switch 
every screen, make them turn 
the corner, make them bounce 
it, make them hit a tough two.’ 
We had someone make a mistake 
defensively.”
Iowa State was able to find 
a rhythm from beyond the arc, 
shooting 11-of-31 from 3-point 
range. Junior guard Brynn 
Williamson blazed the trail for 
the Cyclones offensively, pouring 
in 18 points, including 6-of-13 
shooting from long distance.
The ISU offense was once 
again hampered, though, by turn-
overs against the zone defense of 
the Horned Frogs. In the game at 
TCU on Jan. 2, Iowa State turned 
the ball over 19 times and turned 
it over 16 times Wednesday.
For Williamson, her near ca-
reer-high offensive numbers don’t 
do her much comfort knowing the 
struggles with ball movement on 
offense, leading to 16 giveaways.
“Sometimes we were going 
way too fast and out of our com-
fort zone. Other times we were 
holding the ball way too long,” 
Williamson said. “We were get-
ting open looks, we weren’t taking 
them, we were attacking the bas-
ket, getting mauled down there 
and we couldn’t finish. It was a re-
ally big factor.”
That is exactly what TCU likes 
to do when it has certain person-
nel on the floor, too.
“We fly around a lot out of 
that zone,” said TCU coach Jeff 
Mittie. “I thought we were able to 
get some traps in it. We have one 
of the best defensive centers in the 
league in [Latricia] Lovings so we 
can spread more, and I thought 
we were able to take advantage.”
Iowa State is once again left 
with more questions to answer 
heading into practice before a 
road trip to Texas on Sunday. 
Fennelly sees Wednesday’s loss 
as a time for each person on the 
team to look in the mirror and de-
cide what they are going to do to 
impact the success of the team.
“There’s a lot of things that 
need to happen differently,” 
Fennelly said. “…When you have 
something bad happen to you, 
whether it’s basketball or anything 
in your life, you’ve got choices to 
make and we’ll see how we react 
in practice [Thursday].”choices to 
make and we’ll see how we react 
in practice [Thursday].”
Horned Frogs sink Cyclones in last seconds
By Dylan.Montz
@iowastatedaily.com
Jen Hao Wong/Iowa State Daily
Freshman guard Seanna Johnson reacts to falling down hard after attempting a layup during Iowa State’s 61-60 
loss against TCU Feb. 5 at Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones lost to the Horned Frogs’ 3-pointer with 5.9 seconds left.
Singer-songwriter Andrew 
Ripp will appear as part of his 
‘Simple Tour’ 9 p.m. Friday in the 
Maintenance Shop backed up by 
Americana folk band Judah & the 
Lion.
Recognized for pushing genre 
boundaries, Andrew Ripp is a ris-
ing pop-rock artist from Palatine, 
Illinois. Ripp is praised for his ex-
ceptional singing voice, as well as 
for crafting nuance music.
“[My music] is in the singer/
songwriter category on iTunes,” 
Ripp said. “It’s not rock, it’s not 
pop, and it’s not soul, but it’s got all 
of those elements mixed in to one 
sound. But they call it singer-song-
writer on iTunes, so that’s what I 
am. I’m a singer-songwriter.”
Ripp began imagining a life in 
music while attending college in 
California.
“I moved to [Los Angeles] when 
I was 18 to go to college,” Ripp said. 
“I wound up spending a lot of time 
in class scribbling down lyrics and 
thinking about songs, what it might 
be like to be songwriter. I seriously 
started considering pushing for 
music when I was 18.”
While attending a band’s show 
in Los Angeles, Ripp began his ven-
ture into the world of songwriting.
“I was blown away by the 
sound of the music, and also by the 
songwriting,” Ripp said. “After that 
show I went up to the lead singer 
and I asked him if he wouldn’t mind 
writing some songs with me, be-
cause I loved what he was doing.”
Ripp was introduced into the 
music industry co-writing songs on 
Ryan Cabrera’s 2005 release “You 
Stand Watching.”
“[Ryan Cabrera] heard a demo 
CD of mine, the first five songs I 
ever recorded,” Ripp saids. “He got 
a hold of that demo, loved what he 
had heard, and decided to cut a 
couple of those demos for his re-
cord. We started hanging out and 
he became a dear friend of mine. 
He still is.”
Ripp has played shows with 
Sara Bareilles and has been on two 
tours with the popular rock band 
Parachute.
“It’s a super fun brotherhood 
that [Parachute] have,” Ripp said. 
“They’ve got a very unique friend-
ship between them in the band, 
and I think they included me in on 
that. It was really fun.”
Ripp’s tour is in promotion for 
his latest release, “Simple”, which 
debuted Jan. 21. Andrew took a 
minimalist approach after hearing 
strong feedback for his acoustic live 
shows.
“I’ve been playing shows for 
the last four years stripped down 
acoustic style,” Ripp said. “Almost 
every night, I’ll have gotten off 
stage, and somebody will have 
tweeted ‘hey man, I loved your re-
cord, but when are you going to 
make an acoustic version of these 
songs? That’s what we love, that’s 
what we want to hear.’ Finally I 
just said ‘you know what? I’m going 
to give the sound that they want’, 
and I just made a record like that; I 
stripped it down.”
Response to the album has 
proven to be more positive than 
Ripp’s previous efforts, even with 
less promotion.
“I think the fans are just re-
sponding because that’s the way 
that they fell in love with my music 
in the first place,” Ripp said. “They 
saw me play with a guitar and do 
my own thing without the band, 
and that’s what they’re getting on 
this record.”
Fans in attendance for Friday 
night’s show will be privy to 
Ripp’s simplistic approach in the 
M-Shop’s intimate atmosphere.
“I’ve never been to Ames be-
fore, but I’m excited,” Ripp said. 
“I love smaller venues. I feel like 
home in a small listening area.”
Ripp left an intriguing as well 
as humorous promise for music 
lovers who have never heard Ripp 
before.
“It’s kind of hard to explain 
without hearing the music,” Ripp 
said. “But if you like Fergie, and you 
like Jesus, you mix them together 
and you’ve got Andrew Ripp.”
You can see just that this 
Friday at 9 p.m. with doors open 
at 8:30 p.m. in the M-Shop. Tickets 
cost $8 for students and $10 for the 
public, with a $2 increase the day 
of the show. Tickets are available in 
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Attila along with I See 
Stars, Capture the Crown, Ice 
Nine Kills, Myka, Relocate, 
Hello Ramona and Noah will 
be playing at the Blue Moose 
Tap House in Iowa City on 
Tuesday.
Co-headliner I See Stars 
has six members: Devin 
Oliver, Brent Allen, Jeff 
Valentine, Jimmy Gregerson, 
Andrew Oliver, and Zach 
Johnson. They hail from 
Warren, Mich.
“(The band) was an idea 
before we could even play 
instruments,” said lead vo-
calist Devin Oliver. “We all 
lived around the block from 
each other and started off 
just playing cover songs.”
The band was offered a 
record deal while still in high 
school, and they chose to 
take it.
“I did always want to do 
music, but the hardest thing 
was giving up basketball,” 
Devin said.
When it comes to their 
current tour the band will 
be focusing a lot on newer 
music.
“I think we’re not going 
to be playing any songs on 
our first record. [Fans] want 
to hear the new stuff,” Devin 
said.
This tour around, fans 
will be able to do vocal les-
sons with Devin in order 
to “see what it takes to be a 
vocalist.”
“We’re bringing tons 
of merch and lot of lights,” 
Devin said. “Our two bands 
[Attila and I See Stars] to-
gether are going to provide 
an awesome show.”
I See Stars have been 
around Iowa before, even to 
Blue Moose Tap House.
With the release of their 
last album being in October 
2013, the guys focus on the 
tour for now.
Ames’ very own 
Maximum Ames Records’ 
mission and goal is to help 
and work with Iowa bands 
to get their music heard, in-
cluding their newest-signed 
band Twins.
Hailing from Waterloo, 
Iowa, the power pop band 
Twins is now getting into 
the Ames music scene. 
Being Maximum Ames’ first 
band from the Waterloo 
area, the record label could 
not be happier in expand-
ing to that part of Iowa.
The drummer Luke 
Sires, expressed how happy 
and excited all members of 
the band were to be now 
working with Maximum 
Ames.
“We have always loved 
the togetherness of the la-
bel,” Luke Sires said.
Twins started at the 
end of 2011 with fam-
ily members Luke Sires on 
drums, Harper Sires on gui-
tar and vocals, Joel Sires on 
guitar and vocals and Devin 
Ferguson, a family friend, 
on bass and vocals. Joel and 
Harper are the main song-
writers of the band.
“Our number one in-
fluence is Peter Collins, the 
King of Power Pop,” Luke 
said. Other influences come 
from artists like The Who, 
Harry Nelson and, another 
Iowa band, The Poison 
Control Center.
Twins is now work-
ing on their new album, 
“Tomboys on Parade,” and 
will release their first single 
“Baby City” Feb. 18 along 
with a music video.
“Every song is just sim-
ply killer,” said founder of 
Maximum Ames Records 
Nate Logsdon.
Twins have a lot of ex-
citing things happening this 
year, including going on 
tour in May.
Pre-orders for the al-
bum will also be available 
Feb 18. with the album 
dropping on April 1.
Waterloo band signed to Ames label 
By Kendall.Evans
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy of Luke Sires
The band Twins features: Luke Sires on drums, Joel Sires on guitar and vocals, Devin Ferguson on bass and vocals and Harper Sires on guitar and vocals. 
Courtesy of Sumerian Records
I See Stars members listed from left: Brent Allen (guitar), Jeff Val-
entine (bass), Andrew Oliver (drums), Devin Oliver (vocals), Zach 
Johnson (keys/vocals) and Jimmy Gregerson (guitar).
Eight bands will play at 
Blue Moose Tap House
By Celeste.Welshhons
@iowastatedaily.com (The band) was 
an idea before 




Courtesy of Andrew Ripp
Andrew Ripp, a pop/rock artist, claims that ‘if you like Fergie, and you like 
Jesus, you mix them together, and you’ve got Andrew Ripp.’ Ripp will perform 
9 p.m. Friday at the Maintenance Shop. Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
By Michael.Zanten
@iowastatedaily.com
‘Simple’ tour comes to M-shop
Advertise your product or recruit an 
applicant in over 250 Iowa newspapers! 
Only $300/week. That is $1.18 per paper! 
Call this paper or 800-227-7636 www.
cnaads.com (INCN)
DISH TV Retailer. Starting $19.99/month 
(for 12 mos.) Broadband Internet starting 
$14.95/month (where available.) Ask 
About SAME DAY Installation! CALL Now! 
1-800-853-0339 (INCN)
DuPont is looking for Process Technicians 
and Maintenance Technicians for our cellu-
losic ethanol facility in Nevada, Iowa.  Please 
visit www.careers.dupont.com  or Email 
NevadaRecruiting@Dupont.com. (INCN)
40  ALL MILES! MACHINERY HAULERS. 
Flatbed, Stepdeck, & RGN.  Practical miles 
paid weekly! $1000 sign-on bonus. Paid 
health insurance + Much More! Class A 
CDL. Call Dawn at 309-946-3230 or apply 
at www.tennanttrucklines.com.OWNER 
OPERATORS WELCOME! (INCN)
"Partners in Excellence" OTR Drivers APU 
Equipped Pre-Pass EZ-pass passenger 
policy. 2012 & Newer equipment. 100% 
NO touch. Butler Transport 1-800-528-7825 
www.butlertransport.com (INCN)
Drivers: CDL-A Train and work for us! Pro-
fessional, focused CDL training available. 
Choose Company Driver, Owner Opera-
tor, Lease Operator or Lease Trainer. (877) 
369-7895 www.CentralTruckDrivingJobs.
com (INCN)
Now Hiring Regional Class CDL-A Drivers. 
New Pay Package, Home regularly and 
$1500 Sign-On Bonus!  Call 1-888-220-
1994 or apply at www.heyl.net (INCN)
Help Wanted Dublin Bay hiring kitchen 
help. Apply in person at 320 S. 16th Street. 
South of Kmart.
YSS seeks Grant Writer-FT. See yss.org for 
details. YSS hires tobacco-free employees 
only.
Modeling & Acting Instructors Wanted!  
Barbizon Modeling is seeking current or 
former models, actors and/or make-up 
artistry professionals to teach weekends!  
Call Kim Flores at 813.286.9999.  Email 
kimflores@barbizonusa.com
House for rent; 7 bedroom, 2 bat, 2 kitch-
ens. 3 blocks from campus. Free Parking. 
Call 515-419-2808.
Available Aug. 1, 2014. 3 bdrm houses, 2 
baths, W/D, DW, NO PETS, NO SMOKING, 
$925 - $1150, 515-290-9999 or jobau-
mann@me.com.
2 bedroom duplex in Boone w/ garage 
& basement. Lots of storage space. Nice 
corner lot. All utilities included except 
electric. $625/mo. 228 Marshall St. 515-
291-2191 or 515-203-0504.
Rewarding and challenging position for RN seeking leadership 
position at Chariton Nursing & Rehab Center. This full-time 
salaried position offers health bene¿ ts package, strong nurse 
consultant support, BSN tuition reimbursement and more. 




RN / ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF NURSING




     Out West!
Amplify Your Life
Serving Iowa  for




Call for an 
appointment 
(800)233-4327
Each year thousands of Iowans 
are hurt at work, but many fail to 
learn the Injured Workers Bill of Rights which includes: 
1. Payment of Mileage at $.565 per mile 2. Money for 
Permanent Disability 3. 2nd Medical Opinion in Admitted 
Claims. . . . A New Book reveals your other rights, 5 Things 
to Know Before Signing Forms or Hiring an Attorney and 
much more. The book is being offered to you at no cost 
because since 1997, Iowa Work Injury Attorney Corey 
Walker has seen the consequences of client's costly mistakes. 
If you or a loved one have been hurt at work and do not have 
an attorney claim your copy (while supplies last) Call Now 
(800)-707-2552, ext. 311 (24 Hour Recording) or go to   
www.IowaWorkInjury.com. Our Guarantee- If you have 
been injured and do not learn at least one thing from our book 
call us and we will donate $1,000 to your charity of choice.
How You Can Avoid



























All utilities except 
electricity paid
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IOWA’S LARGEST VARIED INDUSTRIES BLDG.
IOWA STATE FAIRGROUNDS
DES MOINES, IOWA
Fri. 5-9; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 10-4
ADM. Just $6.00
(10 & under free)
3-day re-entry stamp
FREE PARKING 
Free Shuttle Bus 
Service from 
North Parking Lot 
on both Fri. & Sat.
Over 300 Talented 
Exhibitors Present  & Sell 
1,000’s of Unique 
Creations.
Callahan Promotions, Inc., 563-652-4529
Over
Bring this ad to show for $1.00 OFF One Admission
FEB. 2 - 2
Exhibitors
300
A Fantastic shopping event. Now Hiring
To apply for our available positions, please visit
www.careers.dupont.com
For more information, Email NevadaRecruiting@Dupont.com
or call 630-570-7337
Help us change the world by developing the future of ethanol manufacturing!
DuPont is looking for Process Technicians and Maintenance 
Technicians to bring creativity, energy, and imagination to our startup 
cellulosic ethanol facility in Nevada, Iowa. If you have strong technical 
skills, enjoy teamwork, and � nd troubleshooting exciting, then this
could be the job for you! To learn more about our facility,
please visit www.dupont.com/biofuels.
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home





References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available




3  bedroom 
apartment in our 
new building at 
South Meadow 
NOW!
















Health and service provide 
context this year. Listen to 
emotions and intuition, with 
Mercury retrograde (today until 
2/28). Plan, practice and prepare. 
March and April favor home 
improvements, while the solar 
eclipse (6/10) brings romantic 
change. Aim for balance, even 
with travels and adventures. 
Young people inspire. 
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19)
 Today is an 8 -- For about three 
weeks with Mercury retrograde, 
talk and plan with associates. 
Clean up the place. Don’t take 
risks. Double check financial 
transactions. Review recent 
negotiations and decisions. 
Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
Today is a 9 -- Review 
data to find a hidden truth. 
Misunderstandings are plentiful 
for the next three weeks. Ask 
questions, even if you’re nervous. 
Repeat what you said to be 
sure it gets through. Handle 
outstanding assignments.
Gemini 
(May 21-June 20) 
Today is a 6 -- For the next 
three weeks while Mercury’s 
retrograde, revisit creative ideas 
from the past. A temporary 
disruption could slow things... 
have a backup plan. Revisions 
are necessary. Take your act on 




Today is a 7 -- For about three 
weeks, pay off bills. Don’t 
confront authority or get into 
legal disputes... it would just 
get complicated. Watch for 
technical difficulties. Tune your 
equipment. Keep decreasing 
your obligations. 
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22) 
Today is a 7 -- Secure what 
you’ve achieved over the next 
several weeks. Continue to 
increase your authority, although 
possibilities to advance remain 
static for a while. Keep practicing, 
and raise your skills. 
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Today is an 8 -- For three weeks, 
confusion is more common 
in groups. Travel can get 
disrupted or interrupted. Accept 
responsibility where due, and 
stay patient. Review documents 
and sign again as needed. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
Today is a 7 -- For three weeks, 
you gain most through old 
contacts and familiar practices. 
The initial phase of a job is over. 
Fact and fantasy clash. Keep 
decreasing public obligations. 




Today is an 8 -- For about three 
weeks, hold onto what you 
have. Better safe than sorry. 
Avoid risks. Have people over 
instead of going out. Travel and 
transportation can get disrupted. 
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Today is a 9 -- Communicate 
carefully for the next three 
weeks. Save your insights for 
later... avoid misunderstandings. 
This retrograde period is good 
for organizing, sorting and filing. 
Clean your desk, and complete 
old projects. Service breakdowns 
could slow things.
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
Today is a 7 -- For about three 
weeks, revise and refine your 
procedures. Review your notes, 
to simplify. Dig into a research 
assignment. Double-check 
bank statements and financial 
transactions. Today and 
tomorrow, play and have fun.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
 Today is a 6 -- Review the data 
and practice over the next 
three weeks. Sign papers and 
contracts after that, if you can 
wait. Increase support structures. 
Handle home repairs, especially 
regarding plumbing. Travel could 
get tricky. Enjoy home comforts.
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20) 
 Today is a 7 -- For the next 
three weeks, renew old bonds. 
Review financial contracts 
and statements. Increase your 
savings with planning. Wait for a 
better time to take risk or make 
major decisions. Review the pros 
and cons thoroughly first.
1 Easter season: Abbr.
4 62-Across coat
7 Interest fig.
10 Long, on Molokai













29 Given a hand





35 Computer that 
once came in “flavors”
37 Biscuit, maybe
38 Strokes a 
62-Across
39 Greek cheese
40 First name in one-
liners
41 Actress Charlotte 
et al.








58 New evidence may 
lead to one
59 Fawn spawner
60 With 62-Across, a 
hint to the starts of 




1 Bit of mudslinging
2 Fruit of ancient 
Persia
3 Vatican Palace 
painter
4 Pet rocks, e.g.













25 Grab, as a line 
drive
26 D.C. network
27 Like most bawdy 
films
28 Lays down the law
33 Fig. on 26-Down
36 Gave in

















Sudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Horoscope by  Linda Black
Daily Fun & Games
Puzzle answers available online at: www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles
